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Aim #1. Gene/intron/exon finding software. Although this type of research is being
done in our group by Dr. Zhang specifically for the Fission Yeast, we will primarily rely
on outside groups for this part of the project since we do not have much practical
experience. We will work with Dr. Ed Uberbacher at ORNL to develop relatively simple
extensions to GRAIL to accommodate sequences coming from model organisms. Again,
this is a relatively high priority task, but lower on the list than the others since those
groups that need thesde tools most desperately already have access to them. However, as
high throughput sequencing technology becomes more accessible to more groups, this
type of tool will be widely needed. We have had a number of requests for this tool as, for
example, many molecular biology departments are buying ABI sequencers and
developing departmental sequence resources.

Progress. We constructed a database of210 fission yeast sequences that contained
spliced mRNA sequences. This database was provided to ORNL for use as a training set
for the GRAIL program. Dr. Richard Mural of ORNL reported at the DOE Santa Fe
contractors meeting on the successful application of this training set to fission yeast
sequences. This database was also provided to an international consortium of fission
yeast sequencers, located in the UK and Japan. We used this information to construct a
computer program to recognize fission yeast exons and successfully applied this program
to our own fission yeast sequencing efforts at Cold Spring Harbor. This first program led
to a more advanced program for use in recognizing exons in mammalian DNA, called
MZEF. This program is used extensively by large scale sequencing laboratories. The
MZEF program is available at the Cold Spring Harbor FTP site.
..

Aim #2. Rigorous database search and motif discovery engine. This we will do
largely ourselves since we have been studying and prototyping tools for these problems
during the last few years. We have had a large number of requests for more sensitive
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, work (number 4) is in preparation.

3. The NAC1 gene was genetically mapped to the short arm of chromosome IX of
Chbnydomonas reinhardtii. We have isolated DNA sequences closely linked to NAC1 and are
using these sequences to clone the gene. Recent success in cloning genes from a BAC library of
Chknnydornonasgenomic DNA is prompting us to follow this approach. This work is ongoing.

4. We have isolated and characterized a bypass suppressor mutation which works to suppress the
phenotypes caused by mutations within both the NAC1 and AC 115 genes. This gene may encode
another protein involved in D2 synthesis. This work is described in reference 1.

5. Together with our collaborators, we have generated a collection of photosynthetic mutant
strains of Chkmyabmonas reinhardtiiby an insertional mutagenesis strategy. In several of these
mutant strains, the mutated gene is genetically linked to the phenotype attributed by the inserted
sequence and so is “tagged” with this sequence and is accessible to cloning. The cloning of these
genes is ongoing work. A subset of these mutants was determined to be deficient in the synthesis
of a chloroplast-encoded photosystem II proteh”cafled D 1. Genetic analysis revealed that these
mutants identified at least four nuclear loci whose products are required for the translation of the
psbA mRNA encoding D 1. This work is described in reference 3.

Overall, the work accomplished in this grant period has served to identi$ a number of
nuclear genes of Chlamydomonas reinhardtiiwhose products are needed for the expression of
genes within the chloroplast. With these genes in hand, we are poised to understand how their
products fimction in the chloroplast. This will lead to a better understanding of how the proteins
involved in photosynthesis are made and how their synthesis is regulated.
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